Council on Academic Affairs

June 22, 2016

3-5 PM

Bricker Hall 385

AGENDA

1. Approval of the Minutes of the Meetings of April 6, 2016 and April 20, 2016

2. Comments from the Chair – Professor Blaine Lilly

3. Comments from the Vice Chair – Professor W. Randy Smith

4. Possible Revision to the General Education Curriculum – Professor W. Randy Smith

5. Mission/Vision Draft Statement – Professor W. Randy Smith

6. Certificates Guidelines – Professor Steve Fink

7. Deactivated Degree Programs – Professor W. Randy Smith

8. Proposal from Subcommittee A – Professors Celia Wills, Susan Hadley, Maria Miriti; Mr. Sam Whipple
   - Proposal for a new major in Moving-Image Production (MIP) – College of Arts and Sciences

9. Proposals from Subcommittee D – Professors Blaine Lilly and W. Randy Smith
   - Revision of the Livestock Production and Management Associate of Applied Science Major – College of Food, Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
   - Proposal to establish a new associate of applied science major in Bioenergy and Biological Waste Management – College of Food, Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
   - Proposal to change the format of the Graduate Business Minor in Health Sciences Program – Fisher College of Business
• Proposal for a Graduate Minor in Public Health Behavior and Promotion – College of Public Health

• Curricular changes to the Near Eastern Languages and Cultures Graduate Program – College of Arts and Sciences

• Proposal to revise the GIS in Demography – College of Arts and Sciences

• Proposal for a MA in Medical Humanities and Social Sciences – College of Arts and Sciences

• Revision to the Disability Studies Minor – College of Arts and Sciences

• Proposal to change the GE requirements for the Art BA – College of Arts and Sciences

10. Adjourn